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One-Minute Room-Temperature 
Transfer-Free Production of Mono- 
and Few-Layer Polycrystalline 
Graphene on Various Substrates
Shenglin Jiang, Yike Zeng, Wenli Zhou, Xiangshui Miao & Yan Yu

Graphene deposited on various substrates has attracted the attention of the scientific and technical 
communities for use in a wide range of applications. Graphene on substrates is commonly produced 
by two types of methods, namely, methods that require a transfer step and transfer-free methods. 
Compared with methods that require a transfer step, transfer-free methods have a simpler procedure 
and a lower cost. Thus, transfer-free methods have considerable potential to meet the industrial and 
commercial demands of production methods. However, some limitations of the current transfer-
free methods must be overcome, such as the high temperatures encountered during production, 
the relatively long manufacturing times, incompatibilities for both rigid and flexible substrates, and 
an inability to extend the process to other two-dimensional (2-D) atomic crystals. In this work, a 
room-temperature rubbing method is developed for the rapid transfer-free production of defect-free 
polycrystalline graphene on rigid and flexible substrates. Starting with inexpensive commercially 
obtained graphite powder, mono- and few-layer graphene can be fabricated directly on various 
substrates, with an average production time of less than one minute (from raw graphite to graphene on 
the substrate). Importantly, this method can be extended to other 2-D atomic crystals.

Graphene has attracted intense scientific and technical interest during the past decade, as its extraordinary prop-
erties make this material suitable for a wide range of applications, including electronics, photonics, energy, and 
mechanics1–4. There are two major forms of grapheme used in various applications3,4: graphene sheets, which 
mainly used for bulk applications, such as composites, coatings, inks, and energy storage5–10, and graphene 
films that are on substrates, which are mainly used for electronic and optoelectronic functions8–16. Graphene 
films on substrates are commonly produced by two types of methods8–16: methods that require a transfer step 
or transfer-free methods. Compared with the methods that require transferring, transfer-free methods have a 
simpler procedure and lower cost8–16. Thus, they are likely to meet industrial and commercial demands for pro-
duction methods, such as reducing costs, simplifying procedures, and making the procedures environmentally 
friendly4,17–20.

In recent years, transfer-free methods based on different synthesis have been explored, including chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) growth with metal catalysts, such as Cu, Ni, Ga, etc.21–26, metal-catalyst-free CVD 
growth27–36, and Ni-assisted carbon diffusion synthesis21,37–41. However, some of the constraints of the current 
transfer-free methods must be overcome21–41. Specifically, (1) the procedures typically require high temperatures 
(from several hundred degrees to higher than 1,000 °C), (2) the production times are relatively long (often hours), 
(3) a certain method of growth is unsuitable for both rigid (e.g., Si and SiO2) and flexible (e.g., various polymers) 
substrates, and (4) the methods are difficult to extend to other two-dimensional (2-D) atomic crystals.

Herein, a room temperature rubbing method is developed for the rapid transfer-free production of defect-free 
polycrystalline graphene on various types of substrates (including both rigid and flexible substrates). Starting with 
low-cost commercially available graphite powders, mono- and few-layer graphene were directly fabricated with 
an average production time of less than one minute (from raw graphite to graphene on substrates). Importantly, 
this rubbing method can be extended to other 2-D atomic crystals. Thus, this process has great potential to meet a 
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number of industrial and commercial demands: it is more likely to produce polycrystalline films than the expen-
sive single-crystalline films2,42,43, it uses low-cost raw materials5,18,19, the production temperature22,38 and time27,37 
are reduced, it is conducive to simplified19,37 and environmentally friendly processing17,18, and it can be adapted 
for use with different 2-D atomic crystals1,2,5,7,11,44,45 and substrates28,35,37.

This rubbing method is an important improvement over our previous methods46,47. Compared with our pre-
vious works, critical technical updates have been made: (1) the previous “smooth rubbing” step is replaced by 
an innovative “double-smooth-rubbing” step, (2) the previous “soft-contact-rubbing” step is replaced by a new 
“repeated-production” step that can be repeatedly operated, (3) a “restorative-rubbing” step is proposed and 
added to the procedures. Thus, the functionalities of the rubbing method are greatly enhanced by these technical 
updates in the following ways: (1) the technique is suitable for both rigid (e.g., Si and SiO2) and flexible (e.g., 
various polymers) substrates instead of only being suitable for flexible substrates; (2) both mono and few-layer 
graphene can be produced instead of just few-layer graphene; (3) the average time from raw graphite powders 
to final graphene films is reduced from approximately 10 minutes to less than one minute; (4) the procedures are 
more environmentally friendly because none of the auxiliary materials are discarded; and (5) importantly, the 
advantages of the previous rubbing method are maintained, including room temperature and low-cost produc-
tion, together with the capability of being extended to other 2-D atomic crystals.

Results
Production of Graphene on Substrates. Figure 1 presents a schematic of our production method. (1) 
The sandpaper-rubbing step (Fig. 1a) generates graphite sheets that are attached to sandpaper. (2) The dou-
ble-smooth-rubbing step (Fig. 1b) creates reusable surfaces. (3) The repeated-production step (Fig. 1c) produces 
graphene samples on different substrates. (4) The soft-contact-rubbing step (Fig. 1d) is a sub-step of the repeat-
ed-production step (see the red shadow boxes in Fig. 1c), and its function is fabricating graphene on different 
substrates. (5) The restorative-rubbing step (Fig. 1e) is the other sub-step of the repeated-production step (see the 
blue shadow boxes in Fig. 1c), and its function is restoring the reusable surfaces for future use.

All of the auxiliary materials, including the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films, the polished silicon (Si) 
wafers, and, most importantly, the reusable surfaces that are built on the polishing sandpapers, are reusable. The 
surface morphologies of the auxiliary materials are given in Figures S1 and S2.

The reusability of the auxiliary materials means that we only needed to complete the sandpaper-rubbing (see 
Fig. 1a) and double-smooth-rubbing steps (see Fig. 1b) once to build two reusable surfaces, which can then be 
further used repeatedly for sample production (see Fig. 1c). During a single round of production, one piece of 
reusable surface was used to produce graphene on a certain type of substrate by the soft-contact-rubbing step 
(marked in the red shadow boxes in Fig. 1c and shown in detail in Fig. 1d), whereas the other piece of reusable 

Figure 1. Diagram of the production steps: (a) Sandpaper-Rubbing Step. (b) Double-Smoothing-Rubbing 
Step. (c) Repeated-Production Step. (d) Soft-Contact-Rubbing procedure during Repeated-Production Step. (e) 
Restorative-Rubbing procedure during Repeated Producing Step.
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surface could be utilized for the restorative-rubbing step (marked in the blue shadow boxes in Fig. 1c and shown 
in detail in Fig. 1e). Such a round of production only lasts for approximately 9 min (including time intervals 
between operations) but could produce 10 to 20 samples (see Fig. 1d). Immediately after the above round, pro-
duction could resume by simply changing the roles of the two reusable surfaces (see Fig. 1c).

According to our experiments, these production cycles could continue for more than 20 rounds (commonly 
22 to 34 rounds). If we count the rounds as 20, then the total time is 10 +  9 ×  20 =  190 min, and the total sample 
number is (10 to 20) ×  20 =  200 to 400. Therefore,1 sample only takes 0.475 to 0.95 min, in other words, within 
one minute.

Characterization Results of Graphene on Substrates. In this work, we chose a Si wafer and quartz 
glass (SiO2) as rigid substrates, whereas PET, polyethylene (PE) and polyurethane (PU) were employed as flexible 
substrates. All of the chosen substrates have smooth surfaces (surface roughness within 1 nm). The results of 
graphene on different substrates are presented in Fig. 2.

The results of graphene on SiO2 substrates are given in Fig. 2a–d. Figure 2a is an optical image of uniformly 
distributed graphene flakes that are tens of micrometres in size. Figure 2b presents a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of the graphene on a SiO2 substrate. Figure 2c,d show transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) images of monolayer and bilayer graphene which were peeled off of the SiO2 substrate and transferred 
onto a TEM grid.

The results of graphene on Si substrates are given in Fig. 2e–j. Figure 2e contains atomic force microscope 
(AFM) images of graphene on the Si substrate. The thicknesses of the graphene flake shown in Fig. 2e are approx-
imately 0.94 nm. The appearance of our AFM images is discussed in the following by additional SEM results and 
comparison of a AFM result of liquid exfoliated graphene flakes. In our SEM image, the irregular shapes are also 
exist, thus we could test the element purity of such irregular shape area. In this work, EDS was used to detect the 
element purity of graphene on our sample (see Figure S5a). In order to eliminate the influence of elements such 
as Oxygen, Nitrogen, etc., for EDS, we chose PE as polymer substrate for this test rather than PET, for the reason 
that only Oxygen and Hydrogen are contained in PE and Hydrogen can’t be detect by EDS. In this condition, 
if the elements detecting result in the chosen area (marked by red box in Figure S5a) shows no other element 
except Carbon (C), such area could be considered to be graphene (the element containing tiny impurities from 
raw graphite powders). In this sense, the results in the following figure did demonstrate the irregular shapes of 
graphene on our sample. Also, liquid exfoliated graphite nanosheets and graphene flakes (using our graphite pow-
der from Aladdin Industrial Inc, as starting materials, and prepared in pure water, similar as Ref. S1) were also 
deposited on Si substrate by dip coating method. The sample was baked in oven for 10 hours at 70 oC, to evaporate 
the water residues as completely as possible. Figure S5b gives the AFM image of a graphene flake which was found 
during AFM scanning procedure. And such image is similar to the AFM image of our graphene on Si substrate.

From the 514 nm Raman spectra in Fig. 2f,g, a clear red shift of the 2D peak can be observed in both the top 
and bottom. The 2D peak for raw graphite powder appears at approximately 2720 cm−1 and then shifts to approxi-
mately 2690 cm−1 for few-layer graphene and 2680 cm−1 for monolayer graphene. In addition, the G/2D intensity 
ratio decreased significantly from the graphite powders to the monolayer graphene, which is consistent with the 
literature1,5,48. Figure 2h,i display the Raman mapping images that correspond to an area containing a monolayer 
graphene flake (the top one) and two few-layer graphene flakes (the below two). Analysis of the number of layers 
were performed by considering both the Intensity ratio of IG/I2D and the position of the 2D peak.

The results of graphene on flexible substrates are given in Fig. 2h,i. Figure 2h is the optical image of graphene 
on the PET substrate, and these graphene flakes is presented on a scale of tens of micrometres, similar to Fig. 2a.

Defects and Purity of Graphene. The Raman D/D’ band intensity ratio and Raman D/G band intensity 
ratio were studied in detail to determine the level of defects in the graphene on the substrates. For comparison, 
three different commercial graphite powders were chosen because they have different Raman D/G band intensity 
ratios (see stage A in Fig. 2j); in other words, they exhibit different amounts of crystallinity (see SEM images 
in Figure S3). The Raman D/D’ band intensity ratios are shown in Fig. 2j (dotted lines) and remain fairly con-
stant or the graphite powders (stage A in Fig. 2j),the graphite on the sandpapers’ surfaces (stage B represents the 
stage after sandpaper-rubbing, stage C represents the stage after PET-smooth-rubbing, stage D represents the 
stage after Si-smooth-rubbing, and stage E represents the stage after restorative rubbing) and the final graphene 
samples (stage F in Fig. 2j). All of the Raman D/D’ band intensity ratios are between 3.6 and 4.3. These results 
suggest that the defects of the graphene samples are boundary (or edge) defects that had already existed in the 
raw graphite powders5,49. The Raman D/G band intensity ratios show no clear changes once the value reaches 
approximately 1/3. These results reveal two important aspects. First, if the raw graphite powders have a relatively 
high crystallinity, i.e., a relatively low Raman D/G band intensity ratio of 0.19 (see the red solid line in Fig. 2j), 
then the rubbing procedures would likely decrease the crystallinity, which would result in an increase in the D/G 
ratio from 0.19 to 0.34(see the red solid line in Fig. 2j). Second, if the raw graphite powders have relatively low 
crystallinities with relatively high D/G ratios of 0.47 or 1.02 (see the green and blue solid lines in Fig. 2j), then the 
rubbing procedures would not further decrease the crystallinity, and the D/G ratios would exhibit no clear change 
(see the green and blue solid lines in Fig. 2j).

The above results imply that the observed defects are only boundary (or edge)-type defects5,7,49. Furthermore, 
such boundary (or edge) defects have their own advantages for certain applications7,42,50–52, such as humidity 
sensing, which will be discussed in part “Sample Properties and Applications”.

The elemental purity of the graphene is another important feature to characterize the quality of the produced 
graphene. In this work, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to detect the different elements present 
in our graphene sample. The result (Figure S4) reveals that aside from the Cu signal (from the TEM support), the 
sample contains carbon (C) of high purity.
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Figure 2. Graphene on different substrates. (a) Optical microscopy image of graphene on SiO2 substrate 
(scale bar, 10 μ m). (b) SEM image of graphene on SiO2 substrate (scale bar, 1 μ m). (c) TEM image of a double-
layer graphene (scale bar, 2 nm). (d) TEM image of a mono-layer graphene (scale bar, 2 nm). (e) AFM image 
of graphene on Si substrate (area: 10 μ m ×  10 μ m). (f) Raman results of graphenes (red and blue lines) on Si 
substrate and corresponding raw graphite (grey line). (g) Raman results of graphenes (red and blue lines) on Si 
substrate and corresponding raw graphite (grey line). (h) Raman mapping image of IG/I2D intensity ratio (area: 
10 μ m ×  10 μ m). Raman laser whose spot size is 1 μ m ×  1 μ m is moved by 1 μ m. (i) Raman mapping image of 
2D peak position of the same region as Fig. 2h (area: 10 μ m ×  10 μ m). (j) Additional Raman results for defects 
study of graphene. (k) Optical microscopy image of graphene on PET substrate (scale bar, 10 μ m). (l) Properties 
of samples during one production round. (m) Optical microscopy image of the 10th sample during one 
production round (scale bar, 10 μ m). (n) Optical microscopy image of the 30th sample during one production 
round (scale bar, 10 μ m). (o) Optical microscopy image of the 1st sample during the 20th production round 
(scale bar, 10 μ m).
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Cyclic Operability of the Method. Cyclic operability is one of the main advantages of the proposed 
method. There are two important issues: (1) How many samples can a reusable surface produce? (2) If possible, 
then how can the reusable surface be restored for further production?

Figure 2l–n provide an answer to the first question. During the initial 40 s of soft-contact-rubbing, one reusa-
ble surface can produce 10 samples with only small differences in the macro-performance (see Fig. 2l) and highly 
similar micro-morphologies (compare Fig. 2k,m). However, from the 11th sample on, relatively large differences 
in the macro-performance (a considerably higher resistivity and higher transparency) and significant changes in 
the micro-morphology (compare Fig. 2k,n) are observed. Thus, for the 40 s of soft-contact-rubbing, we chose to 
produce 10 samples using one reusable surface.

For the second issue, it is possible to restore the depleted reusable surface via the restorative-rubbing step, 
and more than 20 restorations can be applied to a reusable surface. Figure 2m shows the 1st sample of the 20th 
production round by soft-contact-rubbing. This sample displays properties that are consistent with the first 
sample of the 1st production round in terms of both the macro-performance (R□ =  573 Ω , T =  87.2%) and the 
micro-morphology (compare Fig. 2k,o).

The reusable surface can produce different numbers of samples for different soft-contact-rubbing times. Based 
on our experience, the number can be estimated as 400/(soft-contact-rubbing time). For example, for 40 s of 
soft-contact-rubbing, the number is 400/40 =  10, whereas the number of samples increases to 400/20 =  20 for 
20 s.

Controllability of the Method. During each rubbing step, there are three important parameters that 
impact the controllability: friction pressure (P), friction speed (V), and friction time (t). t was selected as the 
core parameter to be adjusted for the following reasons:(1) Under industrial conditions, t is easier to adjust and 
control than P and V. (2) Relatively higher P and V are favourable to improve the production efficiency; however, 
P·V has a direct relationship with the power requirements of the equipment, and such power is limited. Thus, only 
a relatively small adjustment range is possible for P and V. Consequently, t is the best parameter to describe the 
controllability and cyclic operability of the method.

The ability to adjust the area covered by graphene is an important metric for the controllability of the method. 
During the soft-contact-rubbing step, t has an important impact on the graphene covered area: when t is greater 
than 40 s, there is no discernible enlargement of the graphene-covered area (comparing Figs 2k and 3c), whereas 
a t of less than 40 s results in the apparent increase in the area covered by graphene (comparing Figs 3a,b and 2k). 
The variation in percent coverage with soft-contact-rubbing time is shown in Fig. 3d. Such controllability can 
be utilized for certain applications to produce graphene films with different properties, as discussed in the next 
Section.

Control over the number of graphene layers that are deposited is the other important parameter. The 
layer numbers were obtained from thickness results of AFM tests (details are listed in Supplementary 
Information). Figure 3e presents the total statistical results for the number of graphene layers on PET, Si and 
SiO2 substrates. Most of the graphene is monolayer or bilayer. Selectivity of the number of layers is mainly 
achieved by the double-smoothing-rubbing step. This step contains two consecutive smoothing operations 
(PET-smoothing-rubbing sub-step and Si-smoothing-rubbing sub-step): the initial rubbing uses PET as the 
smoothing material and is followed by smoothing with a polished Si wafer. The impacts of smooth-rubbing-time 
and smoothing materials (PET or Si) on the number of deposited graphene layers are compared in Fig. 3f–h (The 
error data are given in Tables S1-S9). It can be concluded that PET is suitable as the initial smoothing material 
(see the black points in Fig. 3f–h), while a polished Si wafer (red points in Fig. 3f–h) works better for additional 
smoothing (blue points in Fig. 3f–h).

Sample Properties and Applications. Graphene films on rigid and flexible substrates (see Fig. 4a) were 
used for applications, including humidity sensing, transparent heating, and strain sensing.

Polycrystalline grain boundaries can have a strong influence on the properties of graphene films, and also 
allow the preparation of materials with novel properties7,42,50–52. Here, the application of our polycrystalline 
graphene films as transparent humidity sensors was investigated. In this section, we used raw graphite powder 
with a relatively low degree of crystallinity (see the Raman results in Fig. 2h and the SEM image of the raw graph-
ite powders in Figure S3a). SiO2 and PET were used as rigid and flexible substrates for the transparent humidity 
sensors and displayed high transparency (see Fig. 4a,b). After printing silver contacts, the properties of these 
humidity sensors were studied. The left part of Fig. 4b shows two curves of resistance, Δ R, changing as a function 
of relative humidity. The change in resistance rates was approximately 20% for relative humidity values from 30% 
to 90%, demonstrating the usefulness of this method for transparent humidity sensing. It is important to note that 
the rigid humidity sensor showed significantly better temperature stability than the flexible humidity sensor (see 
the right part of Fig. 4b). The reason for such a difference is that the temperature stability of SiO2 is much higher 
than PET (PET would be thermally expanded as temperature increases, thus increase the gaps between graphene 
flakes, leading to a increment of resistivity, while SiO2 would not be thermally expanded at such a temperature 
range, thus the resistivity would not be changed). These results indicate that the rigid humidity sensor can be used 
at a relatively high temperature, whereas the PET humidity sensor has the advantage of high flexibility during 
operation.

Figure 4c shows that graphene films on both rigid and flexible substrates could be used as transparent heaters: 
while the flexible heater is highly durable against mechanical ageing, the rigid heater shows a much higher oper-
ating temperature. It is worthy to note that for this application, we employed raw graphite powders with relatively 
high crystallinity (see Raman results in Fig. 2h and the SEM image of the raw graphite powders in Figure S3c).

Figure 4d,e show graphene films on stretchable PU substrates for strain sensing. This type of strain sensing is 
based on percolating networks of graphene flakes, and the sensing mechanism originates from strain-dependent 
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changes to the film morphology, which was exploited to obtain films with a high strain gauge factor. From the 
results in Fig. 4d (film surface resistivity as a function of soft-contact-rubbing time), it is expected that the highest 
gauge factor might be obtained from samples that have properties near the percolation threshold, i.e., samples 
that have been subjected to soft-contact-rubbing for 20 to 40 s, and the final results (see Fig. 4e and Figure S6) 
indicated that the highest gauge factor was indeed obtained from a sample with 25 s of soft-contact-rubbing. The 
curves describing the change in resistance Δ R as a function of mechanical strain, Δ ε , demonstrate a strain gauge 
factor as high as 165 (calculated per the literature53), which reveals the applicability of this material as a transpar-
ent strain sensor.

The influence of the graphene sample size on its properties is crucial for industrial and commercial purposes. 
Notably, the results in Table S10 demonstrate a very high consistency between samples with different sizes (from 
3 cm ×  3 cm to 12 cm ×  12 cm).

Expanding the Method to other 2-D Atomic Crystals. In recent years, 2-D atomic crystals have been 
explored extensively, and examples of such crystals include those from hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)1,5,6,54, 
transition metal dichalcogenides1,5,6,54–57, such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), tungsten disulfide (WS2), etc.

Figure 5 gives the results from three common 2-D atomic crystals (h-BN, MoS2 and WS2) produced on differ-
ent substrates by the rubbing method contained within. SEM images of the raw materials are given in Figure S7.

The results showing 2-D atomic crystals on SiO2 substrates are given in Fig. 5a–d. Figure 5a is an optical image 
of MoS2 atomic crystals, which form a film with individual crystals on a scale of several micrometres. Fig. 5b,c 
show TEM images of monolayer MoS2 and monolayer h-BN, which were transferred from SiO2 to TEM grids. 
Figure 5d provides an SEM image of WS2 atomic crystals on a SiO2 substrate.

The results of 2-D atomic crystals on Si are given in Fig. 5e–h. Figure 5e shows that the 514 nm (A1g) peaks in 
the Raman spectra exhibit clear red shifts: approximately 2 cm−1 for few-layer MoS2 and approximately 5 cm−1 for 
monolayer MoS2. In addition, blue shifts of E g2

1  peaks are also visible, approximately 0.5 cm−1 and approximately 
2 cm−1 for few-layer and monolayer MoS2, respectively. Such results were consistent with results from the litera-
ture on Raman spectra of bulk MoS2 and MoS2 atomic crystals1,54–57. Figure 5f presents Raman mapping images 

Figure 3. Controllability of the Method. (a) Optical image of graphenes on SiO2 substrates after 5 seconds 
soft contact rubbing (scale bar, 10 μ m). (b) Optical image of graphenes on SiO2 substrate after 15 seconds 
soft contact rubbing (scale bar, 10 μ m). (c) Optical image of graphenes on SiO2 substrate after 60 seconds soft 
contact rubbing (scale bar, 10 μ m). (d) Graphene covered area percentage variation with soft contact rubbing 
time length. (e) Statistics results of graphene with certain layer numbers. (f) Layer number of graphene on 
PET substrates as a function of double smoothing rubbing conditions. (g) Layer number of graphene on SiO2 
substrates as a function of double smoothing rubbing conditions. (h) Layer number of graphene on Si substrates 
as a function of double smoothing rubbing conditions.
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displaying an area that contains both mono-and few-layer MoS2 atomic crystal flakes. Figure 5g contains an AFM 
image of h-BN atomic crystals on a Si substrate. The thicknesses of the two tested h-BN atomic crystal in Fig. 5f 
was approximately 1.63 nm. Figure 5h displays AFM images of MoS2 atomic crystal on Si with thicknesses of 
approximately 1.06 nm.

The results of 2-D atomic crystals on flexible PET substrates are given in Fig. 5i–k. Figure 5I,j provide SEM 
images of h-BN and MoS2 atomic crystals on PET. Figure 5k is an optical image of WS2 on PET that presents 
atomic crystals on a scale of several micrometres, similar to the case of MoS2.

The controllability and cyclic operation of the method as applied towards 2-D atomic crystals are shown in 
Fig. 5l–n. Figure 5l gives the statistical results of the layer numbers for deposited h-BN, MoS2 and WS2 atomic 
crystals on Si, and just like graphene, most of these atomic crystals are monolayer and bilayer. The similarities 
between Fig. 5m,a demonstrate that one reusable surface can produce ten MoS2 atomic crystals/SiO2 sample. 
While the similarities of Fig. 5n,k demonstrate that the reusable surface can be restored and reused for 20 cycles 
with WS2 atomic crystals on PET.

Discussion
The rubbing procedures involve the wear processing of the sandpaper surface, e.g., during the 
double-smoothing-rubbing step, the surface of the sandpaper is worn by PET and the polished Si wafer, while 
the soft-contact-rubbing step results in the sandpaper’s surface being worn by different substrates. Thus, classical 
friction and wear theories can be applied to explain the mechanisms behind the rubbing procedures.

According to the adhesive wear mechanism58, the wear rate (d’) is proportional to the pV factor, as described 
in Equation 1, where p is the apparent normal pressure, V is the sliding velocity, and d’ is the rate of wear depth 
(d/t) (mm/s) (t is the sliding time or duration).

∝ ( )d’ pV 1

During the early stages, the rates of wear (d’) on sandpaper’s surface is proportional to pV. Because a certain 
pV value is already chosen, d’ is approximately constant at the beginning of the soft-contact-rubbing step. Thus, 
the amount of wear on the sandpaper’s surface increases with rubbing time (t), as does the amount of graphene 
transferred to the substrates.

Figure 4. Sample Properties and Applications. (a) Photograph of graphene/PET and graphene/SiO2 samples 
with different sizes. (b) Changes in resistance as a function of the relative humidity (left part) and temperature 
(right part) of graphene/SiO2 sample (red line) and graphene/PET sample (blue line). (c) Transparent heating 
functions of graphene/SiO2 sample (black lines) and graphene/PET sample (colour lines). (d) Graphene/PU 
film’s surface resistivity as a function of soft-contact-rubbing time. (e) Strain sensing property of graphene/PU 
sample (with 25 seconds of soft-contact-rubbing time).
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According to Archard’s view59, the adhesive wear coefficient (Kad) can be considered proportional to the fric-
tion coefficient, as described in Equation 2.

∝ µ ( )K 2ad

Thus, at a later stage of the soft-contact-rubbing, the rate of wear (d’) on the sandpaper’s surface is decreased, 
because graphene that was already transferred to the substrates would decrease the friction coefficient between 
the sandpaper and the substrates60. Thus, the transfer rate of graphene to the substrates decrease relative to the 
early stage.

Figure 6a,b clearly illustrate the important change in the sandpaper surface after the PET-smoothing-rubbing 
procedure. In this case, the area of the coarse region became smaller and the area of the smooth region 
became larger (see Fig. 6g). Furthermore, the smoothness of the smooth region improved (compare Fig. 6d,e, 
and see Fig. 6i). However, just using PET as a smoothing material is insufficient. After the early stage of 

Figure 5. Other 2-D atomic crystals on different substrates. (a) Optical microscopy image of MoS2 atomic 
crystals on SiO2 substrate (scale bar, 10 μ m). (b) TEM image of a mono-layer MoS2 atomic crystal (scale bar, 
2 nm). (c) TEM image of a mono-layer h-BN atomic crystal (scale bar, 2 nm). (d) SEM image of WS2 atomic 
crystals on SiO2 substrate (scale bar, 1 μ m). (e) Raman Results of MoS2 atomic crystals (red and blue lines) on 
Si substrate and correspongding raw MoS2 (grey line). (f) Raman mapping image of A1g peak position (area: 
10 μ m ×  10 μ m). Raman laser whose spot size is 1 μ m ×  1 μ m is moved by 1 μ m. (g) AFM image of h-BN atomic 
crystal on Si substrate (area: 10 μ m ×  10 μ m). (h) AFM image of MoS2 atomic crystal on Si substrate (area: 
10 μ m ×  10 μ m). (i) SEM image of h-BN atomic crystals on PET substrate (scale bar, 1 μ m). (j) SEM image of 
MoS2 atomic crystals on PET substrate (scale bar, 1 μ m). (k) Optical microscopy image of WS2 atomic crystals 
on PET substrate (scale bar, 10 μ m). (l) Statistics results of h-BN (grey), MoS2 (red), WS2 (blue) atomic crystals 
with certain layer numbers. (m) Optical microscopy image of the 10th MoS2 atomic crystals/SiO2 sample during 
one production round (scale bar, 10 μ m). (n) Optical microscopy image of the 1st WS2 atomic crystals/SiO2 
sample during the 20th production round (scale bar, 10 μ m).
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double-smoothing-rubbing step, continued use of the PET as a smoothing material did not increase the smooth 
region area significantly (see blue points in Fig. 6h), and more importantly, it did not substantially decrease the 
roughness of the smooth region on the sandpaper’s surface (see blue points in Fig. 6j).

Therefore, a polished Si wafer is chosen because it exhibits a similar surface roughness to PET and has a 
much higher hardness. According to Rabinowicz’ view on wear56, the rates of wear (d’) on a smooth region of 
the sandpaper’s surface can be enhanced by a polished Si wafer. This leads to a more rapid reduction in the 
roughness of the smooth regions on the sandpaper’s surface (compare red and blue points in Fig. 6j). After the 
Si-smoothing-rubbing procedure, the ratio of coarse to smooth regions did not change significantly (compare 
Fig. 6b,c and see the red points in Fig. 6h). However, the smoothness of the smooth region is still improved (com-
pare Fig. 6e,f and see the red points in Fig. 6j). Such changes to the sandpaper surface have an interesting parallel 
to the controllability of the number of graphene layers, as shown in Fig. 3f–h.

Three additional processing conditions (denoted as Conditions 1, 2 and 3) were carried out. Condition 
1replaces the initial smoothing material (PET) in the double-smoothing-rubbing step with a polished Si wafer. 
Condition 2 replaces the second smoothing material (Si) in the double-smoothing-rubbing step with PET. 
Condition 3 changes the sequence of the double-smoothing-rubbing step (Si is the initial smoothing material, 
and PET is the second smoothing material).

For Condition 1, the smooth region did not increase significantly as the rubbing time increased (compare 
Fig. 7a–c) even though the smooth regions were sufficiently smooth (Fig. 7d). Thus, for Condition 1, no mono- or 
bilayer graphene could be obtained (see the blue points in Fig. 7e–g).

Figure 6. Mechanisms for layer number controllability. (a) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after 
100 seconds PET initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (b) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after 
300 seconds PET initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (c) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after 
300 seconds Si further smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (d) SEM image of smooth region on sandpaper’s 
surface, after 100 seconds PET initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (e) SEM image of smooth region 
on sandpaper’s surface, after 300 seconds PET initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (f) SEM image of 
smooth region on sandpaper’s surface, after 300 seconds Si further smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (g) 
Smooth area percentage on sandpaper’s surface as a function of PET initial smoothing rubbing time length. (h) 
Smooth area percentage on sandpaper’s surface as a function of further smoothing rubbing conditions and time 
length. (i) Smoothness of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface as a function of PET initial smoothing rubbing 
time length. (j) Smoothness of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface as a function of further smoothing 
rubbing conditions and time length.
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For Condition 2, as described in Fig. 6, the double-smoothing-rubbing step used PET as both the initial and 
second smoothing material. Although the smooth region became sufficiently large, the smoothness of the smooth 
region could not be sufficiently improved. Thus, there are considerably more layers in the final samples than in the 
samples obtained by the procedure shown in Fig. 1.

Similar results were obtained under Condition 3 as under Condition 2 (compare the red points in Fig. 7e–g 
and the black/blue points in Fig. 3f–h).Si, as the initial smoothing material, could not create a sufficient amount 
of smooth regions, whereas PET, as the second smoothing material, created larger smooth regions but did not 
adequately improve the smoothness of the existing smooth regions.

The PET smoothing material after the double-smoothing-rubbing step could be reused directly for the restor-
ative rubbing step without any further processing (Figure S8 present the morphology of the PET smoothing 
material after the double-smoothing-rubbing step). The same applies for the Si smoothing material used in the 
double-smoothing-rubbing step; however, a brief ultrasonic cleaning was performed prior to reuse.

During the restorative-rubbing step, the ratios of the coarse region to the smooth region did not change signif-
icantly (compare Fig. 8a–c). However, the smoothness of the smooth regions was altered considerably (compare 
Fig. 8d–f) and restored to a favourable smoothness (i.e., restored to a similar smoothness as the sandpaper surface 
after the double smoothing rubbing step) by a Si smoothing rubbing procedure. Figure 8g shows the change in the 
roughness of the smooth regions during the restorative rubbing step, which again demonstrates the importance 
of smooth areas on the sandpaper.

In summary, we achieved a rapid transfer-free fabrication of graphene on different substrates (both rigid and 
flexible substrates) at room temperature by a rubbing method. This highly efficient and low-cost method used 
inexpensive commercial graphite as a raw material. Mono- and few-layer graphene films were fabricated directly 
on various substrates with an average production time of less than one minute. The size of the deposited graphene 
flakes was several to tens of micrometres. The graphene was characterized as having a high elemental purity, with 
defects consisting primarily of boundary (or edge) types. The rubbing method displayed good controllability of 
the graphene-covered area and of the number of graphene layers on the substrates. The graphene films produced 

Figure 7. Additional comparative results on mechanisms for layer number controllability. (a) SEM 
image of sandpaper’s surface after 100 seconds Si initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (b) SEM image 
of sandpaper’s surface after 200 seconds Si initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (c) SEM image of 
sandpaper’s surface after 300 seconds Si initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (d) SEM image of smooth 
region on sandpaper’s surface, after 300 seconds Si initial smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (e) Statistics 
results of graphene with certain layer numbers. (e) Layer number of graphene on PET substrates as a function 
of double smoothing rubbing conditions. (f) Layer number of graphene on SiO2 substrates as a function of 
double smoothing rubbing conditions. (g) Layer number of graphene on Si substrates as a function of double 
smoothing rubbing conditions.
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by this method performed well in applications, such as humidity sensing, transparent heating, and strain sensing, 
thus demonstrating the potential industrial and commercial value of the technique. Furthermore, this rubbing 
method can be extended to other 2-D atomic crystals.

Methods
Raw Materials. Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films (Shenzhen Yichuan Thin Film Co., Ltd.) were 
needed as initial smoothing material (light gray piece in Fig. 1b). Polished silicon (Si) wafers (Zhejiang Lijing 
Silicon Materials Co., Ltd.) were needed as further smoothing material (dark blue piece in Fig. 1b). Polished 
Si wafers, polished quartz (SiO2) glasses (Jiangsu Jinghe Optical Instrument Co., Ltd.) and PET films were 
used as substrates (the substrates are shown in Fig. 1d as light blue pieces, which are marked by “Substrate-1”, 
“Substrate-2”…… and “Substrate-n”). Polishing sandpapers (12000 mesh, 3M Company) were required as the 
basement of “Reusable Surfaces” (the sandpapers were shown as light green pieces in Fig. 1a). Three kinds of 
commercial graphite powders were chosen: graphite powder from Aladdin Industrial Inc., graphite powder from 
Qingdao Chenyang Graphite Co., Ltd and pyrolytic graphite powder from Nanjing XFNANO Materials Tech Co., 
Ltd. Furthermore, h-BN (Aladdin Industrial Inc.), MoS2 (Aladdin Industrial Inc.) and WS2 (Aladdin Industrial 
Inc.) powders are needed as raw materials for other 2-D atomic crystals.

Rubbing details. All of the rubbing steps shared the following characteristics: (1) The rubbing action can 
be described as “revolution without self-rotation”. The rubbing diameter was 0.5 cm, and the rubbing rate was 
200 rpm. (2) A commercial rubber (Silicone rubber sheet, Wuhan Great Wall Rubber Co., Ltd.) was needed to 
apply the appropriate pressures. It was affixed to the rubbing equipment, as shown in Figure S9.

Sandpaper-rubbing. The commercial raw graphene powder was rubbed between two pieces of polishing 
sandpaper (Fig. 1a) by applying a gentle pressure (0.1 MPa) for 100 s.

After this rubbing step, the polishing sandpaper surface would be covered by graphite sheets or other 2-D 
sheets (light green pieces covered by a dark area in Fig. 1b).

Figure 8. Mechanisms for Restoring Smoothing Rubbing. (a) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after a 
round of soft contact rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (b) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after 100 seconds PET-
sandpaper rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (c) SEM image of sandpaper’s surface after 200 seconds Si smoothing 
rubbing (scale bar, 20 μ m). (d) SEM image of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface, after a round of soft contact 
rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (e) SEM image of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface, after 100 seconds PET-
sandpaper rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (f) SEM image of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface, after 200 seconds 
Si smoothing rubbing (scale bar, 1 μ m). (g) Smoothness of smooth region on sandpaper’s surface as a function 
of Restoring Smoothing Rubbing process flow. (Point in red cycle: smoothness of smooth region on sandpaper’s 
surface after a round of soft contact rubbing. Point in green cycle: smoothness of smooth region on sandpaper’s 
surface after 100 seconds PET-sandpaper rubbing. Point in blue cycle: smoothness of smooth region on 
sandpaper’s surface after 200 seconds Si smoothing rubbing.)
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Double-smoothing-rubbing. As shown in Fig.  1b, this step includes two sub-steps. First, the 
PET-smoothing-rubbing step involved the use of PET as the initial smoothing material. Then, the 
Si-smoothing-rubbing step utilized a polished Si wafer as the second smoothing material.

Initially, as shown in the left part of Fig. 1b, we rubbed the two pieces of polishing sandpapers (already covered 
by graphite sheets or other 2-D sheets) on PET films by applying soft pressure (0.04MPa) for different amounts of 
time (100 to 400s). After this rubbing process, the polishing sandpapers’ surfaces had a ratio of smooth to coarse 
regions that corresponded to the rubbing time.

As shown in the right part of Fig. 1b, we then rubbed the polishing sandpaper on a polished Si wafer by apply-
ing a soft pressure (0.2MPa) for 100 to 400s. After this rubbing process, the polishing sandpaper’s surface had 
different degrees of smoothness that corresponded to the rubbing time.

Repeated-production. As shown in Fig. 1c, this step consisted of two steps that could be performed in 
parallel. One is the soft-contact-rubbing step, and the other is the restorative-rubbing step.

During one round of production, one piece of reusable surface was used for the production of graphene 
on a certain type of substrate by the soft-contact-rubbing step (marked in the red shadow boxes in Fig. 1c, and 
shown in detail as Fig. 1d), while the other piece of reusable surface could be used in the restorative-rubbing step 
(marked in the blue shadow boxes in Fig. 1c, and shown in detail as Fig. 1e).

The two steps are described below.

Details of soft-contact-rubbing. As shown in Fig. 1d, after contacting a target substrate (Si, SiO2 or PET) 
with a commercial rubber, the target substrate was rubbed with the reusable surface by applying a soft pressure 
(0.5 MPa for rigid substrates and 0.1 MPa for flexible substrates) for 20 to 40 s. This rubbing process fabricated the 
final samples (graphene or other 2-D atomic crystals on a substrate).

Details of restorative-rubbing. As shown in Fig. 1e, this step includes three sub-steps. First, a proper 
amount of graphite or other 2-D raw powder is rubbed between PET smoothing materials. Second, the PET 
smoothing material is rubbed against the reusable surface. Third, the reusable surface rubbed against the polished 
Si wafer.

Initially, a proper amount of graphite or other 2-D raw powder was added and then rubbed between the two 
PET smoothing materials (the PET smoothing materials used during the double-smoothing-rubbing step can be 
re-used here) by applying a soft pressure (0.1 MPa) for 100 s.

Then, we rubbed the reusable surface on the PET smooth material by applying a soft pressure (0.1MPa) for 
100s. The PET smoothing material can be reused for the next restorative rubbing step. From our experiments, the 
PET smoothing materials can be reused 20 times.

Finally, we affixed the polished Si wafer (after a one-minute ultrasonic cleaning and drying) to the commer-
cial rubber, and we rubbed the reusable surface on the Si by applying a soft pressure (0.2 MPa) for 200 s. The Si 
smoothing material could be reused for the next restorative-rubbing step, following the cleaning step described 
above. From our experiments, the Si smoothing materials can be reused more than 100 times.

After the above three rubbing steps, the reusable surface was ready for another cycle.

Materials Characterizations. Raman spectra of graphene and other 2-D atomic crystals on Si substrates 
were characterized by 514 nm Raman spectrometry (INVIA), and the 10 μ m ×  10 μ m area Raman mapping 
images were obtained from Raman laser whose spot size is 1 μ m ×  1 μ m was moved by 1 μ m. The thicknesses of 
graphene and other 2-D atomic crystals on Si substrates were tested by AFM (DI Nanoscope IV, tapping mode 
with silicon tips). The edges of monolayer graphene and other 2-D atomic crystals (peeled from SiO2 substrates) 
were characterized by TEM (JEM-2100F) after transferred onto TEM grid, and the elemental purity of the 
graphene was detected by EDS. The sizes and distribution of 2-D atomic crystals on SiO2 substrates were observed 
by optical microscopy (XSP-35). The morphology of graphene and other 2-D atomic crystals on PET substrates 
and the morphology changes of polishing sandpapers’ surfaces were characterized by SEM (Sirion 200 and Nova 
NanoSEM 450). Sheet resistance and optical transparency measurements of flexible transparent conductive films 
(graphene/SiO2 and graphene/PET samples) were taken by Four-probe tester (RTS-8) and UV-Vis Spectra pho-
tometry (Lambda 35), respectively.

Humidity Sensors. A 30 s soft-contact-rubbing was chosen for humidity sensing. The sensors were fab-
ricated by printing silver pads (3 cm ×  0.25 cm) onto 3 cm ×  3 cm sized graphene/SiO2 and graphene/PET in a 
pre-defined pattern. The humidity sensing behaviours were tested in a constant temperature and humidity incu-
bator (SPX-160B) at a constant temperature of 300 K while the relative humidity was changed from 30% to 90%.

Flexible transparent heaters. A 40 s soft-contact-rubbing was chosen for transparent heating. The heat-
ers were fabricated by printing silver pads (6 cm ×  0.25 cm) onto 6 cm ×  6 cm graphene/SiO2 and graphene/PET 
in a pre-defined pattern. A polycarbonate (PC) film was used as an insulating protective layer for security. The 
alternating current (AC) working voltage was provided by an adjustable regulated AC power supply. The heating 
temperature was measured using an infrared thermometer.

Strain Sensors. For strain sensing, a 25 s soft-contact-rubbing was chosen. The sensors were fabricated by 
printing silver pads (12 cm ×  0.25 cm) onto 12 cm ×  12 cm sized graphene/PU in a pre-defined pattern. The strain 
gauge factors were calculated by testing the resistivity changes under strain-on/off conditions. The strain was per-
formed and measured by a strain equipment made by ourselves. In this study, “strain off ” means 0% strain (with-
out elongation), and “strain on” means approximately 3% strain (with elongation as approximately 0.36 mm).
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